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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study was to combine the concept of prosumerism with the theory of the 
commons to develop the concept of commons prosumer (co-prosumer) in distinction 
to private prosumer (p-prosumer). While the p-prosumer prosumes for himself, the co-
prosumer creates a social environment for social capital. We use energy and agriculture 
as two cases in point to illustrate that the concept of the prosumer‘s role appears in 
different contexts with varying attributes such as self-efficacy, sufficiency, or autarchy. 
However, independence and socially fragmented structures might lead to less resilience, 
whereas dependence structures could confer collective benefits. We propose a building 
block to fill the gap in the prosumer setting and balance individual and collective interests. 
By positioning the p-prosumer on a commons-based foundation, we make more explicit 
the dependence structures that build communities or networks to showcase possibilities 
that pave the way for shared and socially innovative structures of self-empowerment for 
infrastructure decision-making at different levels.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since Toffler (1980) introduced the concept of prosumers, 
who produce and consume a specific good, changes 
in production and consumption behaviors towards 
prosumption have been observed. In the recent decades, 
prosumption activities in the agricultural and energy sectors 
have become highly popular (Chen et al. 2018; Jerome, 
2017), leading to a potential societal transformation from a 
“commodity regime” to a “commons regime” (Byrne et al., 
2009), fostering peer-to-peer (P2P) and new socio-technical 
frameworks that come with new ecosystems of value 
creation (Bauwens, 2019). While individual prosumption 
such as home gardening or energy supply supposedly 
fulfills purely individual needs, collective (community-
based) and self-organized prosumption activities such as 
community gardening (CG) or energy neighborhoods (ENs) 
are aimed at sharing food, energy, or storage capacities 
among the members of a given community (Kathryn et 
al., 2012; Lombardi & Schwabe, 2017; Mengelkamp et al., 
2018).

Within the collective and self-organized prosumer 
collectives, common-pool resource management principles 
appear to be manifested (Lerch, 2009; Ostrom, 1994). On 
the basis of shared social norms, reciprocity, trust, and self-
generated rules, a limited number of agents (prosumers) 
may provide (prosume), in addition to food and energy, 
sustainability functions such as community building 
or ecosystem services. The sustainability functions of 
prosumption activities may overreach system boundaries 
by generating positive effects on society. These hypotheses 
motivated the authors to expand the prosumer‘s scientific 
horizon by combining the concept of prosumerism with the 
theory of the commons to develop the concept of commons 
prosumer (co-prosumer) in distinction to private prosumer 
(p-prosumer). Choosing a mesoeconomic perspective that 
acknowledges the importance of sectoral differences, we 
selected two elementary but different sectors for this task:

•	 energy, which is always the platform for most research 
about prosumers, and

•	 food, which has been the foundation of prosumption 
for centuries (Toffler, 1980).

Selected case studies in the energy and agricultural sectors, 
such as home energy supply, ENs, home gardening, and 
community-supported agriculture (CSA), were identified 
through a literature review and then linked to the concept 
of the prosumer (i.e., individual/private vs. collective). In this 
context, the main aim of this study was to highlight case 
studies that demonstrated commons-based prosumption. 
Both food and energy are necessary to supply our basic 

needs. Therefore, they are convenient test beds for 
examining the role of different kinds of prosumerism in 
creating a better and more sustainable economy. In this 
context, individual and collective prosumption activities 
have the potential to enable people to reclaim energy and 
food sovereignty (García-Sempere et al., 2019; Hoover, 
2017; Menconi et al., 2016; Rodon et al., 2021).

Research about prosumers has been typically biased in 
favor of prosumption, whereas more skeptical colleagues 
have often ignored them. This led to the prosumer being 
described, often implicitly, as one who brings about 
innovation (Seran & Izvercian, 2014), provides common 
goods (Roulier, 2014), and reduces environmental 
degradation (Park et al., 2018). However, evidence that 
prosumers have systematically changed these realms for 
the better has been extremely scarce. By conceptualizing 
co-prosumers, we aimed to expand the research agenda 
in transition studies to contribute to the emerging scientific 
discussion on the post-capitalistic economy of the 
commons (Helfrich et al., 2010) to ask which prosumption 
is oriented toward collective management.

To answer this question, in Section 2, we present 
our methodological approach (Subsection 2.1) and the 
development of the co-prosumer (Subsection 2.2). In 
Section 3, on the basis of selected case studies, we provide 
answers for the energy (Subsection 3.1) and agricultural 
sectors (Subsection 3.2). Section 4 highlights emerging 
patterns of prosumption by defining and conceptualizing 
the role of co-prosumers in comparison with the roles of 
consumers and p-prosumers. Finally, Section 5 presents 
our conclusions and the future direction of research on this 
topic.

2. COMBINING THE CONCEPT OF 
PROSUMERISM AND THE THEORY 
OF THE COMMONS TO DEVELOP THE 
CONCEPT OF CO-PROSUMER

2.1 CONCEPTUAL COMBINATION: COMBINING 
PROSUMERISM WITH THE THEORY OF THE 
COMMONS
On the basis of the fundamental works of Lambing (2012) 
and van Zyl-Bulitta (2019), the aim of this study was to 
refine the concept of co-prosumer. For this purpose, we 
systemically combined the concept of prosumerism with 
the theory of the commons by following the basic principle 
of conceptual combination (Figure 1).

According to Schubert (2021), the driving principle of 
conceptual combination is not that new concepts/theories 
are formed but rather that existing concepts/theories are 
combined in a novel fashion. Combining concepts is an 
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essential ability of humans, and various approaches have 
been developed to explain the mechanisms responsible 
for this ability (Wu & Barsalou, 2009). In this context, Kohn 
et al. (2011) argued that combining concepts/theories is a 
complex cognitive process resulting from creativity.

When we analyzed technological and organizational 
infrastructures and their resulting impacts on society and 
the environment of different energy production systems 
(van Zyl-Bulitta et al., 2019), we found that some prosumer-
based energy production systems apply common-
pool resource management principles. In subsequent 
discussions, we indicated that some prosumer-based 
agricultural production systems likewise apply common-
pool resource management principles. This process led us 
to the idea of combining the concept of prosumerism and 
theory of the commons for the energy and agricultural 
sectors.

2.2 DEVELOPING THE CONCEPT OF CO-PROSUMER
2.2.1 Prosumption between individual and collective 
actions in the energy and agricultural sectors
The prosumption activities in the agricultural and energy 
sectors range from individual to collective action. Figure 2 
presents stylized types of prosumption activities for (a) the 
level of transaction costs and (b) the level of cooperation 
between agents. The circle around “prosumer collectives” 
represents a continuum of various (collective) prosumption 
activities, whereby transaction costs and cooperation may 
represent overhead or inherent system properties that can 
be integrated into normal functioning to a smaller or larger 
extent.

In the individual prosumer household, as long as there is 
no need to cooperate with others, no additional transaction 
costs are incurred. By contrast, collectively organized 
prosumers are characterized by a high level of cooperation 
and resulting high transaction costs.

The arrow connecting the first and third quadrants in 
Figure 2 indicates that the invention and implementation 
of new technological innovations are likely to reduce 
transaction costs and affect the level of cooperation in 
collective settings. Internet of Things (IoT)-based smart 
technological innovations are comprised of a broad range of 
technology and software applications connected through 
local and global networks, partially relying on cloud-based 
data storage (Ji et al., 2014; Powells & Fell, 2019; Noura et 
al., 2019) and bearing the potential to foster participation 
(Helbing, 2013). Examples of such technical improvements 
include virtual biogas plants (Lansche & Müller, 2012), 
sensor-controlled robots (Kondo & Ting, 1998), virtual 
organizations using cooperative networks (Camarinha-
Matos, 2016), and computer algorithms for complex 
optimization problems (Soares et al., 2014, 2016).

Table 1 compares examples of individual prosumption 
and collective sharing systems for food and energy. These 
range from the individual to the common provision of 
several infrastructure services for food and energy.

The articles referring to the case studies presented in 
Table 1 were searched via Google Scholar using i) simple 
search terms such as “zero energy building,” “energy 
neighborhoods,” “community supported agriculture,” or 
“community garden,” and ii) combined search terms such 
as “energy neighborhoods + peer-to-peer trading,” “energy 

Figure 1 Combining the concept of prosumerism and the theory of the commons.
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community + organization,” “allotment gardens + rules” or 
“sustainability + community gardening.” Publications for a 
detailed analysis were sampled during a two-stage process: 
First, we reviewed the title, abstract, and keywords to 
check whether the publication at hand was suitable for our 
purposes. Publications not suitable for our purposes were 
rejected. Second, we read the entire text of a publication 
to determine relevant text passages. The organizational 
aspects and sustainability functions of the selected case 
studies were then linked to the concept of the prosumer 
(i.e., individual/private vs. collective). In this context, the 
main aim of this study was to highlight case studies that 
demonstrated commons-based prosumption.

2.2.2 A brief outline on the theory of the commons
Prosumer collectives can be considered a potential social 
dilemma, particularly a give-and-take-some dilemma 

(Budescu & McCarter, 2012; Mariano & Correira, 2015). The 
dilemma (or tragedy) of the commons could be a result of 
low or no contribution of work effort or improper handling 
of resources on the one hand (the give-some production 
component) and disproportionate appropriation of 
production shares on the other hand (the take-some 
consumption component). The experimental game theory 
says that trust and reciprocity (Chaudhuri et al., 2002; 
Komorita et al., 1993) clearly defined rules for social and 
economic exchange (Szolnoki & Perc, 2009; van Dijk & 
Henk, 1995), and mechanisms to punish non-cooperative 
behavior (Niu et al., 2017; Van Miltenburg et al., 2014) can 
solve social dilemmas. This approach applies especially to 
the research undertaken by Ostrom (2015) that generated 
groundbreaking findings in the form of eight design 
principles1 for a successful (self-organized) governance 
of the commons beyond markets and states. As soon as 

Figure 2 Stylized types of prosumption activities: between individual and collective action.

ORGANIZATIONAL FORM ENERGY AGRICULTURE

Individual Home Energy Supply Home Gardening

Collective Energy Neighborhoods Allotment Gardening

Virtual Power Plants Community-supported Agriculture

Stromallmende (Electric Commons) Community Gardening

Table 1 Case studies of individual and collective prosumption.
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institutions are developed in a self-organized manner, the 
assumed pure selfish behavior of the homo economicus 
(Frey & Benz, 2007) appears to find its behavioral corrective 
(Müller, 2012). However, in practice, governing the 
commons is sometimes not as straightforward as predicted 
by the experimental game theory and the field research 
conducted by Elinor Ostrom. The findings of Fabricius and 
Collins (2007) indicate that serious conflicts regarding 
the establishment of formalized decision structures or 
the design of conflict resolution procedures, especially 
in the early stage of a community project, can occur. 
Furthermore, maintaining long-term cooperation within 
communities represents a serious challenge owing to a lack 
of institutional innovation, investment in organizational 
capital, and recombination of capital assets (Lobo, 2021; 
Willis, 2012).

The associated social practice of sharing resources2 
such as food or energy, which is based on a self-
organized development process of rules and norms 
for (non-commercial) collective prosumption, is called 
“commoning” (Helfrich et al., 2010). In the practice of 
commoning, the ownership of resources and rights to use 
them are associated with social relations and relationships 
to ecosystems, non-human life, and future generations 
(Helfrich, 2019). Another type of access and use in the form 
of “relational having” proposed by Helfrich and Bollier (2019) 
is flexible, adaptive, seasonal, and appropriate to the local 
social and cultural context. Thus, the principles that guide 
the commons economy are strongly influenced by the work 
undertaken by Elinor Ostrom on the successful collective 
management of common-pool resources (Beckenkamp, 
2012). The domains from which agents originate affect the 
possible types of relationships, contracts, or coordinating 
mechanisms.

2.2.3 Comparison of p-prosumer and co-prosumer
A collectively organized citizen group for either food or 
energy might incorporate a format for services or functions 
from the commercial realm and still retain co-prosumption 
characteristics.

To further differentiate between p-prosumer and co-
prosumer, a closer examination at their influences on 
society can be helpful. As we have established beforehand, 
co-prosumers share a similar mindset within their specific 
group. This is quite often an ideological or political point 
of view. Therefore, we could argue that their prosumption 
activity is situated not only in the reality of the market but 
also in a political system. To show the importance of this 
fact, we can draw on the concept of consumerlocalism 
(Kostakis & Giotitsas, 2020) or political consumerism, as 
used by Holzer (2006). Holzer argues that consumption 
can be seen as a political decision where an actor can 

influence politics through a vote. Therefore, a consumer 
can influence the market through his consumption choices. 
Nevertheless, this power is limited for individual actors, 
as a singular decision for or against a product cannot 
be recognized by the producers. Instead, individuals 
have to bond together to empower their consumption 
in the market system. Pressure on producers can only be 
achieved through a shared institution, which formulates 
their political agenda. This can be seen as a bridge between 
the systems of economy and politics (Luhmann, 2002). 
Therefore, p-prosumers cannot strengthen any political 
agenda, even if they have one, whereas co-prosumers can 
use their network of likeminded actors and their shared 
institution to positively influence, as they imagined, the 
existing system of economy. The shared political agenda 
could also explain the lack of deflection in CSAs and similar 
agro-political communities.

Value creation and co-creation of supply infrastructures 
from such a perspective still go beyond a market logic and 
enterprise lens like that of Hünerberg et al. (2009). They 
also used the term co-prosumer but defined it as relating 
to the cooperation between a role and relationship that 
is more individually shaped and bound to a commercial 
organization. Even in this context, the relational value 
is highlighted, and the information and active nature of 
roles are appreciated. The co-prosumer is a link to the 
larger society or, depending on the context, larger local 
community networks. The trend is toward more collective 
and not necessarily commercial modes of management, 
governance, and organization. In the case of energy 
systems, the term prosumager is used to describe a 
prosumer that also has storage and the ability to shift and 
better manage when and how much energy is consumed 
while making better use of the variable solar generation. 
By contrast, the so-called nosumer is a prosumager who 
uses zero net kilowatt-hours from the network on an 
annual basis (Sioshansi, 2019). The ways such roles either 
administer themselves or collectively organize and control 
the systems in which they are embedded have effects on 
their governance and sustainability.

3. CASE STUDIES: FROM INDIVIDUAL 
TO COLLECTIVE PROSUMPTION IN THE 
ENERGY AND AGRICULTURAL SECTORS

3.1 ENERGY
With the global energy turnaround or transition, 
photovoltaic and integrated energy storage systems are 
currently one of the most popular forms of home energy 
(Zhou et al., 2016). While the smart grid solutions used in 
zero-energy buildings promise full autonomy (Attia et al., 
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2012; Sartori et al., 2012), traditional smart grid solutions 
offer p-prosumers connection to the power utility grid (Zafar 
et al., 2018). For the traditional photovoltaic p-prosumer, 
power shortages in winter must be covered by the utility 
grid, whereas power surpluses during the summer can be 
returned to the grid (Gautier et al., 2018). For bidirectional 
exchanges, a contract with a traditional energy provider 
is mandatory. However, automatized load management 
systems and smart meters enable the bidirectional 
exchange of information on prices and energy with a 
traditional energy utility. Therefore, the communication 
and coordination requirements and level of cooperation 
are usually relatively low.

On the collective side are the smart grid innovations for 
energy applications proposed by Kotilainen et al. (2016a, 
2016b, 2017). Prosumer roles revolve around four methods: 
virtual co-creation, living laboratories, crowdsourcing 
contests, and prosumer communities. Concerning the fourth 
method, Parag and Sovacool (2016) discussed stylized 
prosumer communities from an organizational and partly 
technical perspective. In US urban areas, ENs emerged as a 
response to frequent energy blackouts (Mengelkamp et al., 
2018; Rupp, 2016). The primary aim of such systems is to 
foster self-sufficiency and local resilience. For instance, by 
using peer-to-peer solar electricity trading, the p-prosumer 
has evolved into a co-prosumer (see Wörner et al. [2019] 
for a list of existing EN projects that implement peer-to-
peer trading). Although some EN projects are managed 
by companies engaged in the energy sector, the modus 
operandi of such grassroots projects is self-organized 
(Wolfram, 2018).

However, EN based on peer-to-peer trading is associated 
with high levels of cooperation and transaction costs (Parag 
& Sovacool, 2016). Smart home energy management 
systems (SHEMS) for prosumer communities are based on 
optimization algorithms such as the artificial cooperative 
search algorithm or approaches that can assist in grid 
services and self-sufficiency levels.3 The former algorithm 
allows for SHEMS to reduce the level of cooperation and 
transaction costs of energy prosumer communities. For 
instance, to optimize economic costs and environmental 
performance, optimization algorithms for energy prosumer 
communities are coupled with weather forecasts and a 
time evolution model. This coupling enables the prediction 
of future energy production and consumption and the 
monitoring of the physical state of the buildings involved. 
The optimization algorithm computes the amount of use 
for each installed device for production (e.g., a photovoltaic 
system) and storage (e.g., a lithium-ion battery) to ensure 
that the energy production and demand in the energy 
prosumer community are met (van Zyl-Bulitta et al., 2019).

Another model of energy prosumer communities is 
the virtual power plant (VPP), which can contribute to the 
renewable and decentralized production, consumption, and 
control functions (Funcke & Bauknecht, 2016). For prosumers 
distributed over a region, an energy cooperative may serve 
as an intermediary between prosumers/prosumers and 
between prosumers/consumers. To support administrative 
and intermediary functions, the energy cooperative charges 
a fee (e.g., per kilowatt-hour). Prosumers (and consumers) 
can participate in the cooperative as members with the 
right to attend annual general meetings and decide on 
purchase and selling prices. An institution that assumes 
the intermediary function reduces the levels of cooperation 
and transaction costs (van Zyl-Bulitta et al., 2019). The type 
of intermediaries and desirable level of cooperation in the 
EN and VPP will influence the diffusion of the co-prosumer 
role (Bauknecht et al., 2020).

The function of fostering citizen and municipality 
participation, as suggested by Debor (2018), creates 
heterogeneity in the actor landscape of the bottom-up 
energy transition. He et al. (2013) also proposed a plurality 
in role partitioning, stressing the variety of intermediaries 
and their impacts on consumers that engage in 
specific services from the electrical power system. They 
believe that different players (commercial or consumer 
cooperatives) could equally play the role of service provider. 
Several organizational structures across the collective, 
cooperative, and commercial spectra are possible. Along 
with intermediaries from the commercial arena, each 
organization could be weighed against the option of joining 
structures (private, state, or cooperatives) that operate 
across the country. Furthermore, Bauknecht et al. (2020) 
classified the types of participation in energy contexts 
according to procedural, democratic representative, and 
financial participation dimensions, and distinguished them 
according to their decentralization levels.

Some ENs entail private investment in energy 
production, storage, and distribution. The construction 
and maintenance of the infrastructure (e.g., the physical 
connection of the system to individual buildings) are 
community tasks and functions, with the ENs invested 
collectively. In such settings, where the production 
technology and infrastructure are common properties 
and the rules for the exchange and storage of power are 
self-organized, energy co-prosumers can be found in their 
purest form. In ecovillages, collective investment (common 
property) and co-prosumption are established practices. 
In an ecovillage or intentional community, a group of 
people co-habit and collectively organize themselves 
around principles such as lighter footprint and sustainable 
food systems or by following similar political interests. 
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Lambing (2012) described his vision of a transition to a 
new industrial society as “Stromallmende” (electricity 
commons). However, various options are available for 
financing processes, installation, and maintenance, as 
they can but must not necessarily be collective and 
democratically designed. For example, preset parameters 
in the system operation can be a collective decision and 
encoded in automated systems that control and report. 
Thus, social interaction around this is necessary when 
there is a need to monitor demand and its distribution 
over time. The communal system and, possibly, also larger 
societies benefit from this as long as individuals in a group 
are flexible, considerate of the system capacity, or self-
sufficient enough to forgo some consumption. This can 
foster energy and flexibility capital and justice (Powells & 
Fell, 2019).

Independence from a centralized energy production 
and distribution system that produces significant adverse 
external impacts appears to be the primary motivation for 
people engaged in energy co-prosumption. Although a pure 
energy autarchy is rare, p- and co-prosumers can decouple 
from traditional centralized energy supply systems. 
The energy co-prosumer engaged in both generation 
and consumption can engage in different technology 
or information sharing options either on an individual 
scale or along a social continuum of connectedness and 
disconnectedness. This sharing of responsibilities and rights 
allow for different levels of involvement and collectivity, in 
contrast to dissociation or passiveness. Thus, technology 
can both be a disabler or enabler of participation options 
and functions.

The need to reconsider economic valuation and market 
systems with commons as institutional innovations 
that embed energy systems in public instead of private 
governance logic was previously discussed by Giotitsas et 
al. (2020), who proposed a political economy based on 
the commons for electric infrastructures. Market options 
that cater to prosumers involve ways of playing an active 
role and of being organized and aggregated (e.g., via a 
VPP). Individual prosumers may interact with a market 
competitively as, for example, prosumers to interconnected 
or islanded microgrids, or community microgrids, which 
can be designed as “open-source, lower cost, adaptable, 
socially responsible and sustainable technology” (Giotitsas 
et al., 2022), organized prosumer groups, or peer-to-peer 
networks. These represent different levels of technical 
connectedness and types of organizations (Parag & 
Sovacool, 2016). Giotitsas et al. (2022) aimed to fruitfully 
connect engineering and social sciences through commons 
and, similarly to Göpel (2016), critique the inappropriateness 
of mainstream economic tools for radical transformations. 

Circles around interconnected prosuming agents could 
represent the option of pooling resources in organized 
prosumer collectives. In addition, regionally extending 
toward more extensive selections or collectives could enable 
the fulfillment of more wide-reaching connections that 
can materialize the provision of grid services or increasing 
shares of renewable energies. Shared responsibility and 
more incentives can help in considering the needs of larger 
systems such as flexibilization functions, interconnection 
requirements, and consideration of the local distribution 
or entire grid. Hence, the level of collectivity depends on 
the technological infrastructure context, institutional 
possibilities, and preferences. The operationalization of the 
latter is thus constrained by technology and regulations, 
which are political or political-economic with a social and 
socio-technical component.

3.2 AGRICULTURE
Cultivating a household garden is an individual way of 
growing food without strictly prescribed rules set by 
authorities, such as allotment associations (Conway, 
2016). Consequently, the levels of transaction costs and 
cooperation are low. Even though a single gardener, as a 
typical p-prosumer, does not need to follow the rules on 
how and when to cultivate the land, the activity itself and 
its frequency may be driven by external factors (e.g., time) 
or the intrapersonal formation of rules (e.g., gardening 
without pesticides). The internal process of forming rules 
that potentially influence the manner and frequency of 
household gardening is not addressed in the existing 
scientific literature.

As a consequence of industrialization and urbanization, 
the allotment gardens movement began in countries such 
as Germany and the United Kingdom nearly 200 years ago 
(Drescher, 2001; Flavell, 2003). Regulations and practices 
vary by country. However, their common purposes trend 
toward recreation, food security (with a specific meaning 
in the context of wars), urbanization, and sovereignty. 
Individuals or families can lease allotment plots, typically 
organized in allotment associations with strictly prescribed 
rules (the allotment garden law). However, members of the 
association have certain democratic rights in the decision-
making on the allotment site (Breuste & Artmann, 2015). 
Even though food prosumption activities are individual, 
maintaining the general infrastructure (e.g., clubhouse and 
parking spaces) is a collective task (Thomas et al., 2016). 
This shared maintenance creates social meaning and 
community.

A co-prosumer discourse that has recently gained 
momentum is CSA4 (Lang, 2010), which has its origins in 
Europe and Japan (Cone & Kakaliouras, 1995). In Europe 
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and Japan, CSA emerged as a societal reaction to the 
socioeconomic and ecological crises caused by the 
increasing industrialization and urbanization (Blättel-Mink 
et al., 2017). In general, CSA production is based on the 
agroecological concept aiming at changing agronomy and 
society into more sustainable configurations (Galt et al., 
2012; Hvitsand, 2016). In contrast to traditional producer-
consumer relationships, CSA members make a predefined 
financial contribution to a farmer in advance of the actual 
food production. Hence, the member is not merely buying 
produce but supporting a local farmer (Bloemmen et 
al., 2015). In many CSA projects, members are actively 
involved in farming by contributing labor, organizing 
community events, or distributing food (Groh & McFadden, 
1997). Consumers evolve into prosumers (Cox et al., 2008). 
Accordingly, a CSA can be organized in various ways, 
whereby boundaries between consumers and prosumers 
are frequently fluid (Flora & Bregendahl, 2012; Hvitsand, 
2016). In this sense, CSA can be considered a form of 
collective eco-entrepreneurship. The entrepreneurial risk 
is shared between the farmer and the members (Bruch & 
Ernst, 2010; Quarter et al., 2018). The various institutional 
settings of the division of labor between the farmer and 
the members, and the distribution of food are developed 
in a self-organized manner (European CSA Research Group, 
2016).

CG,5 primarily in urban areas, gained additional 
momentum through the Transition Towns movement 
beginning in 2005. The movement spread from its origin 
in the United Kingdom across the world (Kenis & Mathijs, 
2014). CG is likewise rooted in post-capitalistic movements, 
aimed at achieving local autonomy (Starr & Adams, 2003) 
and creating public spaces (Ghose & Pettygrove, 2014) by 
transforming urban areas into commons (Mancebo, 2016). 
CG reflects anarchistic conceptions about the organization 
of collective prosumption (Robinson, 2009; White & 
Williams, 2014). The rules on how to cultivate, what to 
grow, and how to share the harvest among members are 
developed in a self-organized manner by the community 
itself (Ela, 2016; Müller, 2012). Accordingly, the traditional 
grasp of organizational hierarchies and power relations 
might be dissolved completely (Aptekar, 2015). In this 
context, Göttl & Penker (2020) conducted a comparative 
analysis of 51 urban community gardens in Anglo-Saxon 
and German-speaking countries. The authors acknowledge 
that not a single blueprint exists for organizing CG. However, 
self-organization or nested forms of organization and more 
or less open social boundaries are central pillars of CG.

Besides purely harvesting food, the different types 
of prosumption activities in the agricultural sector 
presented in Table 1 provide additional socioeconomic 
and environmental functions for society. These functions 

can be considered positive externalities, whose impacts 
partially extend beyond system boundaries. Accordingly, a 
wide range of functions is acknowledged, including social 
inclusion (Mmako et al., 2018), ecosystem services (Cabral 
et al., 2017), local resilience and food security (De Zeeuw 
et al., 2011; Kotright & Wakefield, 2011), education and 
development of skills (Duchemin et al., 2008; Wight, 2016), 
and social cohesion and community building (Hinchliffe & 
Whatmore, 2006; Purcell, 2002). Obviously, some of these 
functions such as social inclusion and community building 
are exclusively provided by community-based types of 
prosumerism in the agricultural and gardening sectors. 
The ecosystem service, education, and skill development 
functions are likewise provided by non-collective types 
of prosumption, such as home gardening. Some of these 
functions may have a mutual relationship with the 
socioeconomic and natural environment of non-commercial 
prosumption activities. For instance, ecosystem services 
such as regulation of climate conditions or conservation of 
agro-biodiversity may have positive effects beyond system 
boundaries. Other ways of managing gardens may also 
have adverse effects on the environment (Lindemann-
Matthies & Marty, 2013).

4. EMERGING PATTERNS OF 
PROSUMPTION

Table 2 synthesizes the characteristics of the co-prosumer 
in comparison with those of the consumer and p-prosumer.

The traditional consumer, characterized as the rational 
utility-maximizing homo economicus, is embedded 
in the neoliberal economic system steered by the 
invisible hand. The consumer’s function in this system is 
evident: consuming to fulfill purely individual needs and 
accumulating private property.

The p-prosumer focuses on strong autonomy from 
traditional value chains without intending an absolute 
change in consumption behavior to reduce material 
and energy flows. Although eco-efficiency might be 
achieved, the rebound effect eliminates potential gains 
in eco-efficiency (Binswanger, 2001). Consequently, the 
p-prosumer remains rooted, at least in part, in the logic 
of the homo economicus. By contrast, the commons/
de-growth economy aims at fundamentally changing 
production and consumption patterns by substantially 
reducing material and energy flows (i.e., the sufficiency 
strategy of sustainability) (Paech, 2011).

Through their interactions and sharing, co-prosumers 
increase common welfare, even though cooperation 
is associated with considerable transaction costs and 
potential time investment. The social capital built from 
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the social structures of prosumption can be compared 
(Helfrich, 2020) with underlying (infra-)structures like those 
in a forest. Metaphorically, the commons can be compared 
with the roots and the mycelium of the trees, not the 
trees themselves. These are the necessary building blocks 
to sustain the tree system and forest. In this context, the 
co-prosumer must be considered a rule-maker because 
governance is coordinated and negotiated at the co-
prosumer level. The theory of the commons is about self-
designed and enforced rules (Ostrom, 2015). Only a few 
actors define institutions guiding individual and collective 
actions in a self-organized manner, potentially alleviating 
or solving the take-and-give-some dilemma. Thus, the 
co-prosumer economy can provide multiple sustainability 
functions if the rule systems and motivations and goals 
of the system participants are aligned. In energy systems, 
there can be a mismatch with national rules in that 
punishment or additional costs are incurred if contributions 
to the grid stability are voluntary.

To some extent, sustainability functions overreach 
system boundaries by creating positive externalities in 
the environment and society. The self-driven motivations 
of the homo economicus can then transition to the 
altruistic and common-welfare oriented motives of the 
homo cooperativus, balancing individual and collective 
interests. In a way, the logic of the commons reverses 
the power and hierarchical structures by assigning 
decision-making, design, and self-determination to the 
infrastructure systems. These changes are accompanied 
by responsibilities, burdens, and investments.

The agricultural sector, especially the organizational 
forms such as CG, is largely able to decouple from 
traditional markets, value chains, and official regulations. 

In such institutional settings, the emergence of the 
“pure” co-prosumer can be empirically observed. 
However, within the energy sector, the rule-making co-
prosumer must be shaped more carefully. Completely 
self-sufficient energy co-prosumers are scarce because 
the energy co-prosumer is more firmly dependent on 
regulatory frameworks. Moreover, energy co-prosumers 
display a sharper focus on technological innovations. 
For instance, the exchange of solar energy or flexibility 
within ENs is primarily based on digital market 
platforms. Markets based on auction mechanisms 
are now associated with high levels of cooperation, 
transaction costs, and automation. Involving experience 
in participants’ utility functions in pricing mechanisms 
could lead to a more efficient allocation of energy in 
EN based on digital market platforms (Mengelkamp et 
al., 2018). Consequently, cooperation and transaction 
costs could be reduced. In this context, open access 
to and shared knowledge of sustainable technological 
innovations emerging from commons-based peer 
production are considered promising alternatives to the 
profit-maximizing peer-to-peer production of the digital 
economy (Aryan et al., 2020; Bauwens & Pantazis, 2018; 
Cosmolocalism, 2022).

Co-prosumers’ self-determination and the opportunity 
to encode their preferences, behaviors, and willingness 
for behavioral change can save investments in analytics 
and predictions of behaviors because preferences are 
already encoded in the system and need not be found out 
indirectly. Their willingness can enable the status quo to be 
adapted or transformed more comprehensively because 
one’s behavioral patterns is more likely to be adapted when 
they are not imposed from above.

CHARACTERISTIC CONSUMER INDIVIDUAL P-PROSUMER COLLECTIVE CO-PROSUMER

Political philosophy Neoliberalism Green economy Commons / De-growth Economy

Role Rule-taker Rule-taker Rule-maker

Motivation Utility maximization Independence, autonomy Common welfare maximization

Theory of action Homo economicus Homo economicus Homo cooperativus

Focus Individuality Strong individuality Community (sharing)

Property Private Between private and common Common

Access to resources Restricted
Rules given by law

Restricted
External law and self-generated rules

Restricted
Self-generated rules

Transaction costs Low Between low and medium High

Cooperation None Low High

Functions Consumption Multifunctional Multifunctional

Effects Negative externalities Positive externalities Positive externalities

Table 2 Synthesis of the characteristics conceptualizing the co-prosumer in comparison with the consumer and p-prosumer.
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5. CONCLUSIONS

While prosumers and prosumption have emerged as 
relevant societal research objects, this contribution 
shows that distinguishing between prosumers focusing 
on their independence from commercial value chains 
(p-prosumers) and prosumers who add community 
building to their agenda (co-prosumers) generates 
considerable added value. The necessary efforts in the two 
spheres of p-prosumption and co-prosumption in terms of 
transaction costs are different, as are societal impacts in 
terms of cooperation.

The most significant distinction between p- and 
co-prosumers will therefore be in the realm of social 
sustainability, not only because p-prosumers lack 
institutional bonds but also because the difference is 
strongly grounded in the motivation behind the activity. 
The essential task of community building and generating 
trust is a task that co-prosumers are actively embracing. 
Even if they fail (which prosumers in energy and agriculture 
occasionally do), they accomplish more for societal 
development than p-prosumers, who simply achieve 
personal independence. In addition to the social dimension 
of sustainability, an increasing number of sustainability 
assessment frameworks also include governance as a pillar, 
something where co-prosumers will have more to offer than 
p-prosumers. Nevertheless, an activist p-prosumer will work 
on his own in his garden, but still has the option to impart 
knowledge to younger generations, family, and friends.

Case studies of successful and unsuccessful co-
prosumer collectives provide ample room for more 
interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research, the latter 
involving empirical studies about the level of sustainability 
in comparison to traditional value chains. The concept 
of co-prosumers expands the scientific perspective on 
prosumption activities by emphasizing the social dilemma. 
Systematic research on institutions alleviating or solving 
the social dilemma in co-prosumer settings is scarce. The 
application of technological innovations by agricultural 
co-prosumers (and p-prosumers) to reduce the level 
of cooperation and transaction costs is likewise mostly 
unexplored in the scientific literature.

NOTES
1 The eight design principles are (1) well-defined boundaries, (2) 

congruence between appropriation and provision rules and local 
conditions, (3) collective-choice arrangements, (4) monitoring, (5) 
graduated sanctions, (6) mechanisms for conflict resolution, (7) 
minimum recognition of rights, and (8) nested enterprises.

2 The social practice of “commoning” is strongly related to the 
“sharing economy,” in which collective ownership, participation, 
and co-production (or prosumption) are preferred over commercial 
interests (Richardson, 2015).

3 https://www.alpiq.com/alpiq-group/media-relations/news-stories/
news-stories-detail/gridsense-a-system-with-a-brain.

4 In Germany, “Solidarische Landwirtschaft” is used synonymously 
with CSA. According to van Elsen and Kraiss (2012), the notion 
“Solidarhöfe” (solidaric farms) is more accurate than CSA, as the 
principle of supporting is mutual between farmers and members.

5 Some communities use “urban agriculture” as an umbrella 
term encompassing CG, whereas other communities distinguish 
agricultural production (urban farms) from CG (PHLP, 2009).
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